Net Zero 2030

Our pathway to net zero emissions
Becoming climate-ready
Climate change is our business
We work with some of the most
influential organisations. This means
we have an opportunity to use our
position as a trusted advisor to help
them act on this challenge.

We will achieve this by:
Why it's a win win
Most organisations – even the heavy polluters
– now have some kind of commitment to
reduce their emissions. Often this is
expressed through a pledge to become
'net zero'. We can provide solutions for how
they can get there and, in doing so, reduce
the emissions for which we are responsible.

Empowering
our employees
to make
lower-impact
choices

Communicating
the practical
benefits of our
journey to our
suppliers and
clients

SCOPE 1 & 2

Our
roadmap

Aiming for
Net Zero
emissions

Identify and
address
our climate
risks and
opportunities
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2019

measured
our scope 1
emissions
committed to
becoming net
zero by 2030
with B-Corp
pledge

switched to
Momentum Energy,
meaning our power
bills go towards
Australia's largest
generator of
renewable energy,
Hydro Tasmania

Besides the environmental benefits, becoming net zero
will positively impact your ability to manage risk, attract
talent, and innovate for sustainable growth. Committing
to net zero also sends a powerful signal to your
stakeholders and will help drive the market shift
required for a zero-carbon future.

SCOPE 3

Reduce our
climate
footprint

2016

What are the opportunities for you?

2025

Influence wider
climate action
through our
position as a
trusted advisor
to large
business
Obtain
competitive
advantage
through
positive
brand
reputation

And beyond
2030, we will
be climate
positive
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2020

measured
our scope 2
emissions

conduct an
internal climate
scenario analysis
to identify key
risks and
opportunities,
which we publish
on our website
through an
interactive
infographic

create a
practical
resource for
BWD employees
to reduce our
emissions

research and
contact
Australian
carbon offsetting
services and see
how we can work
with them in
2020 and beyond

develop an
investment
strategy for
going beyond
carbon
offsetting

engage the
best ‘green’
web hosting
option

2030
develop and
implement an
engagement and
communication
strategy for
addressing our
scope 3
emissions

BWD is ‘climate
positive’ which
means we go
beyond
achieving net
zero by
removing
additional
carbon dioxide
from the
atmosphere

